Terms for Book Now - Pay Later (BNPL)
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• The BNPL functionality applies to all Eurocard corporate cards and Eurocard Purchasing Accounts that are set up
for the company Business ID.
• BNPL means that airline tickets purchased with the above-mentioned Eurocard products will be invoiced at the first
billing after the departure date, if Eurocard has received information on the departure date. If information on the
departure date is not included in the airline ticket transaction information received by Eurocard, such airline ticket is
not covered by BNPL and will always be invoiced at the first billing after the transaction has been received by
Eurocard.
• A BNPL fee is charged per BNPL ticket in accordance with the price list if:
- the transaction amount equals or exceeds a certain minimum amount, as specified in the pricelist;
- there is a minimum of 14 days between the purchase date and the departure date; and
- the transaction is suspended for at least one billing.
The following also applies:
- if the departure date is later than 180 days from the purchase date, the airline ticket will always be invoiced at the
following billing thereafter.
- the fee will be charged even if the airline ticket is cancelled or otherwise not used.
- the fee is invoiced simultaneously as the corresponding BNPL airline ticket.
- the fee will be charged to the Eurocard card or account used for the purchase.
- the company is responsible for the payment of BNPL fees.
• In the period from the registration at Eurocard of a BNPL ticket transaction and until billing, the transaction will be
registered as "not billed" and will appear as such to the cardholder in the My Eurocard application. If Eurocard
sends "non-billed" transactions to the company's travel management system, such non-billed BNPL tickets and fees
will also be included.
• If a BNPL ticket is purchased with a Eurocard product that is terminated or cancelled, Eurocard is entitled to invoice
both the BNPL ticket and the BNPL fee immediately.
• A credit transaction for a cancelled BNPL ticket will be credited as a normal credit transaction without delay. The
BNPL fee shall not be credited.
• These terms are an addendum to the general terms and conditions for cards and accounts which shall apply unless
otherwise provided in these terms.
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• These BNPL terms are valid until further notice. Each party has the right to terminate the BNPL agreement with one
(1) month notice by delivering a written notice of termination.

